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Campaign Title: Make Up For Ever Make Up Bag Remix 
 

Brand: Make Up For Ever 
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Summary 

 

Cake launched a nationwide tour that sought to expose new audiences to the Make Up For 

Ever brand. The tour was meant to create one-on-one experiences for consumers, generate 

earned media impressions, increase sales of product in Sephora stores and, most 

importantly, tell the Make Up For Ever brand story – and deliver on its education promise - in 

a new way. 

 

Marketing Challenge 

 

Want to know a woman’s real “dirty little secret?” Just start with her makeup bag. The 

beauty industry — much like a woman’s makeup bag — is cluttered and full of seemingly 

the sa,e products. As one of the strongest competitors in the beauty industry, Sephora has 

been a leader in perfume, skincare and cosmetics and most recently overhauled their 

digital and social properties to ensure that its online experience was a true extension of its 

in-store/retail experience. 

 

In an industry where there is so much variation of color, product and price point, Make UP 

for Ever wanted to set itself apart in an ever-changing retail market by providing a unique 

brand experience, while also further establishing its core brand positioning as the makeup 

industry’s go-to product for professionals, and an educator brand as perceived by 

consumers. 

 

The challenge: we had to not only increase overall awareness for MUFE, but also showcase 

the brand to beauty consumers in a way that was entertaining yet useful and ultimately left 

an impression strong enough to share with their peers. 
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Methodology 

 

In a study from L’Oreal around US beauty habits, women aged 16 to 65 shop 

approximately  5 times a year for cosmetics and make spend $200 on products. While this 

statistic reveals women are always on the hunt for new products; our primary research 

revealed an insight that needed to be unearthed. (Source: “L'Oréal Survey Reveals Beauty 

Habits in the Face of Recession”. 8/31/09. GCI Magazine. "How much will you spend on 

makeup in your lifetime?”. 3/12/10.) 

 

The “dirty little secret” that most female consumers won’t tell: their make up bags were 

filled with dried-up mascaras, concealers in the wrong shades and lip gloss that had long 

expired (a common faux pas for beauty consumers).  

 

This insight indicated that while women do purchase a lot of products, they actually don’t 

understand how to use all of the makeup products available to them — especially the ones 

they already own in their makeup bags. 

 

CaKE developed an experiential strategy that wasn’t just about promoting the MUFE brand, 

but also about creating an online and offline experience for beauty consumers that would 

add value and educate them on ways to use the products they already had in their beauty 

arsenals.  

 
 

 
 

Creative Execution 

 

The Make Up Bag Remix tour by MUFE was a nine-city, 19-day tour across North America, 

that integrated social and experiential marketing to bring the core positioning of education 

to the beauty masses. The event involved a unique brand experience that included one-on-

one sessions, makeup application technique sessions and sampling of the MUFE brand’s 

new Pro Finish foundation.  

 

We began with created a Facebook application on the Sephora and Make Up For Ever 

Branded branded page that allowed consumers to sign-up for a makeup appointment in 

their respective cities. Once their appointments were confirmed, a call-to-action reminded 

participants to bring their make up bags with them for the ultimate makeover and “remix” 

of their beauty bag. 

 

To drive consumer engagement and excitement during each event, we created the hashtag 

#MakeUpBagRemix for consumers to use across Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. To 

dovetail with our organic social efforts, we integrated paid elements with editorial coverage 

from beauty and fashion leaders Refinery29 and Women’s Wear Daily, and leveraged 

celebrities and beauty influencers such as Christina Ricci to drive awareness around the 

brand and activation. 

 

Our insight into what women really needed from a makeup brand gave MUFE the 

opportunity and permission to educate beauty consumers on how to use their existing 

makeup products, while also integrating new ones, specifically MUFE products, into their 

beauty regimen. 
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Business Impact 

 

Over the course of the multi-city tour, women shared their make up bag secrets and 

posted more than 1,654 photos of their experience within their social networks.  The Make 

Up Bag Remix tour reached more than 89,000 women and garnered 386 million PR 

impressions. Our efforts increased brand conversation on MUFE social channels, specifically 

garnering more than 12 million social impressions.  

 

The most impressive part of the activation: our ability to drive real ROI for the brand. The 

brand saw nearly $50,000 in sales from the Make Up Big Remix truck over the course of 

the tour and nearby Sephora stores experienced an average of 128 percent lift in sales 

during event days. MUFE saw more than $3.6 million in earned media impressions. 

 

Our unique insight and strategic approach was rooted in understanding how women 

consider and purchase beauty products. By creating an activation experience that was 

valuable while also engaging them with compelling editorial and social approaches, we 

were able to demonstrate the versatility of the MUFE brand to consumers. In exit surveys 

91 percent of attendees equated “Make Up Bag Remix” with “education.” Our plan gave 

women a experience that not only refreshed the way they looked at themselves, but 

upgraded their most prized possession – their make up bags.  

 

 


